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Graph showing hits per pixel verses quality (measured in PSNR) for Fig. 9 . the Lena image, varying the error threshold.
that the time taken to extend each region is relatively small, which results in a faster encoding time for the region-based system than for the block-based system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this correspondence, a novel heuristic algorithm has been presented that improves on the block-based algorithm by allowing region-based transformations. It achieves a doubling of compression ratio over the simple block-based scheme at a similar image quality. Despite being faster than the block-based scheme, the encoding still takes an order of magnitude longer than the decoding. Applications could therefore include multimedia and image archiving, where the image is compressed once and then decompressed many times.
It is felt that despite the improvement over the block-based approach, there is still much to be done in analyzing and improving the heuristic algorithms to achieve even better results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Order-statistics filters (and their repeated iterations) have been demonstrated to be very useful in signal and image processing [1]- [3] . The utility of these filters has been motivated by their theoretical properties, e.g., the median filter minimizes the absolutevalue of the error [l]. The ubiquity of order-statistics filters (and Manuscript received May 18, 1993 ; revised May 22, 1994 . This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research Award N00014-91-J-1725. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Nikolas P. Galatsanos.
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-- their repeated iterations) is further attributed to their superior performance in numerous signal and image processing applications. e.g., restoration of noisy images [2] , [3] . The main disadvantage of orderstatistics filters (and, particularly, their repeated iterations), however. is due to the high computational complexity associated with their implementation. In various signal and image processing applications the high computational complexity of order-statistics filters (and their repeated iterations) may pose a formidable obstacle. In recent years we have witnessed the emergence of morphological filters (i.e., increasing and idempotent operators) [4] . [SI.
The idempotence of morphological filters is an important attraction (i.e.. single iteration filters). This attribute has accounted for the low computational complexity associated with the implementation of morphological filters. The low computational complexity of morphological filters is a crucial advantage in various signal and imagc processing applications. e.g., restoration of noisy images [6] , [7] . As a consequence of some of the advantages of morphological filters, a significant effort has been directed at the morphological approximation of order-statistics filters (and their repeated iterations). One approach to such an approximation is obtained by the generation of morphological bounds on order-statistics filtera (and their repeated iterations). Morphological bounds on median tilters (and their repeated iterations) for one-dimensional ( 1 -D) signals. have been obtained [8] . An extension of this approach, however. to the generation of morphological bounds on order-statistics filter!, (and their repeated iterations) for multi-dimensional signals, has remained an open problem.
In this correspondence, a comprehensive theory for the morphological bounds on order-statistics filters (and their repeated iterations) is proposed. In Section 11, we provide some elementary definitions used throughout this presentation. In Section 111, we investigate the morphological bounds on order-statistics tilrets. Conditions are derived for morphological openings and closings to serve as bounds (lower and upper, respectively) on order-statistics filters. An important utility of order-statistics filters is provided by their iteration. Iterations of order-statistics filters are often superior to the original filter in various applications [2] . [3] . In Section IV. we investigate the morphological bounds on iterations of order-statistics filters. Conditions are derived for morphological openings and closings to serve as bounds (lower and upper. respectively) on iterations of order-statistics filters. Under various assumptions. niorphological open-closings and close-openings are also shown to serv bounds (lower and upper, respectively) on iterations of order-statistics filters. In Section V, we provide a simulation of the application of the results presented in this paper to image restoration. Finally, in Section VI, we present a brief summary and discussion of our results.
PKtl.lMINARI1.S
In this presentation. we shall restrict ourselves 10 the collection of rc-dimensional discrete and binary sets, i.e.. {-Y : -1-C 2" } . will denote the total number of elements contained in the set. A set X is finite if 1 x 1 < 00.
Let the structuring element B E 2" denote a finite n-dimensional whereas the closing g 5~( X ) of a set X by a structuring element B is defined by discrete and binary set. The erosion X e B of a set X by a structuring g5B(X) = x CB B 0 B " . for m = 1,. . . , IBI (resp., m = (IBI + 1)/2 when JBI is odd).
BOUNDS
In this section, we investigate the morphological bounds on orderstatistics filters. Conditions are derived for morphological openings and closings to serve as bounds (lower and upper, respectively) on order-statistics filters.
Let the structuring element L C 2" and window ZI C 2" denote finite it -dimensional discrete and binary sets.
Consider sets B and L depicted in Fig. l(b) (i.e.. the "rhombus" and "boxne," respectively). From Definition 1 (or Lemma 1) we observe that L C i B.
In the following, we derive conditions for morphological openings and closings to serve as bounds (lower and upper, respectively) on order-statistics filters. 
Therefore, we observe that x E m t h O S ( X ; B ) . Finally, we observe that ~L ( X ) m t h O S ( X ; B ) ,

" I L ( X ) m t h O S ( X ; B ) ~L ( x )
for every X 
~L ( X ) m e d ( X ; B) C ~L ( X )
181. The morphological (lower and upper) bounds y~ (X) and q %~ (X), respectively, on the median filter m e d ( X ; B) are depicted in Fig. 2 . 
Y L ( X ) C m e d ( X ; B ) ~L ( X ) .
The morphological (lower and upper) bounds y~ (X) and 4~ (X), respectively, on the median filter m e d ( X ; B) are depicted in Fig. 3 .
The morphological bounds on order-statistics filters proposed above will be used for the derivation of morphological bounds on iterations of order-statistics filters in the next section. In the following proposition, we derive conditions for morphological openings and closings to serve as bounds (lower and upper, respectively) on iterations of order-statistics filters. 
2). From Theorem 1 we observe that ~L ( X ) m t h O S ( X ; B ) C q5~(X). Assume that there exists N E N such that ~L ( X ) m t h O S N ( X ; B) $ L ( X ) .
From the fact that the opening and closing are idempotent operators, and the fact that the order-statistics filter is an increasing operator, we observe that
for every n E N. 
L ( -~L ( X ) ) &(X1) = XI m t h O S N ( X ; B )
The following definition will be used in the remainder of this z E X there exists a point y E 2" such that either:
connected sets, then for every n 2 N .
Proof: From Theorem 2, and the fact that the opening is an anti-extensive operator and the closing is an extensive operator, we
~L (~L ( X ) )
h ( y~( d~( X ) ) ) .
Assume that there exists N E N such that Y L (~L ( " I L ( x ) ) ) m t h O S N ( X ; B ) c ~L(YL(~L(x))).
From Theorem 1, and the fact that the opening and closing are idempotent operators, and the fact that the order-statistics filter is an increasing operator, we observe that y~(d~(y~(x))) =
^I L ( T L (~L ( Y L (~) ) ) ) m " h S ( y L ( d L ( y L ( X ) ) ) ; B ) m t h O S N + l ( X ; B ) m"Os(dL(yr,(dL(-Ji)));B)
~L (~L ( Y L (~L (~) ) ) ) = $ L ( Y L (~L ( X ) ) ) .
Therefore, we observe We have thus derived morphological bounds on iterations of orderstatistics filters.
V. SIMULATION: IMAGE RESTORATION
In this section, we provide a simulation of the application of the results presented in this paper to image restoration. Fig. 4 (resp., Fig. 5 ) depicts the morphological bounds on the median filter (and its repeated iterations) of binary (resp., gray-level) images. Consider sets U and L depicted in Fig. l(b) (i.e., the "rhombus" and "boxne," respectively). The original image S is depicted in Fig. 4(a) (resp., Fig. 5(a) ). A degraded version of the original image corrupted by salt-pepper noise I-is depicted in Fig. 4(b) (resp., Fig. 5(b) ). The median filtering of the degraded image n i c t / ( l -: B ) is depicted in Fig. 4(c) (resp., Fig. 5(c) ). The tenth iteration of the median filtering are depicted in Fig. 4 (g) and 4(h) (resp., Fig. 5(g) and 5(h) ), respectively. application of the results presented to image restoration were finally provided. The results presented in this paper can be easily extended to gray-level images (see also simulations in Section V). An extension of the approach presented in this paper to (arbitrary) nonlinear filters in a lattice theory framework appears in [9] and [lo].
